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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE variation of wireless channel capacity and tight delay constraints make the delivery of video difficult. Although adaptive transmission strategies such as adaptive video data scheduling can be employed, deriving the optimal adaptive transmission policy is difficult because the transmission strategies taken at different time are coupled with each other via receiver buffer state. Furthermore, due to the nature of predictive video coding algorithms, a video frame can be decoded only when its predictors have been received. Hence, the prediction structure of the video codec enforces a partial order on the transmissions of the video packets, which limits the flexibility of adaptive video transmission.
Scalable video coding (SVC) is one approach to enable flexible video transmission over channels with varying throughput [1] , [2] . An SVC video encoder produces a layered video stream that contains a base layer and several enhancement layers. If the throughput is low, the transmitter can choose to transmit the base layer only, which provides a moderate, but acceptable, degree of visual quality at the receiver. If the channel conditions improve, the transmitter can transmit one, or more, enhancement layers to further improve the visual quality. Conceptually, SVC provides a means to adapt the data rate for wireless video transmission. The wireless transmitter can adapt the data rate by selectively scheduling video data associated with various layers for transmission rather than transcoding the video sequence into a different rate.
Designing scalable video scheduling algorithms for wireless channels is a complex task. The scheduling policy depends, not only on the channel conditions, but also, on the receiver buffer state. For example, if the receiver has successfully buffered base layer data over many frames, the scheduler could choose to transmit some enhancement layer data to improve the video quality even if the throughput is low. At any time, the scheduling decision will determine the receiver buffer state which, in turn, affects the future scheduling decisions. Therefore, adaptive video data scheduling is a sequential decision problem. The most natural way to address such problems is to model the dynamics of the channel as a finite state Markov chain and to employ a Markov decision process (MDP)-based formulation to study scheduling methods. For stored video transmission, however, directly determining an optimal scheduling policy using an MDP formulation is not possible, because the system state space is infinitely large (see Section. III-A). Moreover, in a practical wireless network, a model for the dynamics of the channel states is not typically available, which limits the applicability of this approach.
A. Contributions
The objective of this paper is to leverage the MDP framework to develop practical scheduling algorithms and optimize the receiver video quality for stored scalable video transmission over wireless channels. First, we propose a tractable MDP formulation based on a reasonable approximation of the state space. Near optimal scheduling policies can be derived from this MDP formulation. Second, we propose a scheduling algorithm that substantially simplifies the MDPbased scheduling policy as it requires only limited information regarding the channel state dynamics. Third, we prove an upper bound on the achievable video quality of all possible scheduling algorithms. Finally, we provide simulation results that show, under different channel conditions, the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithms is indeed very close to the upper bound.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) An MDP formulation is proposed to facilitate the design of adaptive scheduling policies for stored video transmission. In this paper, we focus on stored video transport, where video sequences have been encoded and stored on a video server before transmission. This is quite different from real-time video transmission where video frames are generated in real-time. The video scheduler can select any data from the video sequence and send the data to the receiver buffer. Thus, the number of possible receiver buffer states can be effectively regarded as infinite. Because the performance of the scheduling policy depends on the receiver buffer state, the policy needs to be optimized over an infinitely large state space and the scheduling problem is intractable. In this paper, by applying reasonable restrictions on the set of scheduling policies considered in our MDP formulation, we prove that optimizing the transmission policy is equivalent to solving a semi-Markov decision problem on a finite state set (see Section. III). Based on this result, near-optimal scheduling policies can be derived using the proposed MDP formulation. 2) A near-optimal and on-line scheduling algorithm is proposed. In most cases, models for channel dynamics are not available. By simplifying the channel model and the scheduling decision of the MDP formulation, we devise an on-line scheduling algorithm which, unlike the MDPbased policy, only requires limited measurable knowledge of the channel dynamics. Simulation results show that the proposed on-line algorithm performs nearly as well as the MDP-based scheduling policy. 3) Performance optimality is justified. To assess the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithms, an upper bound on the achievable video quality for adaptive scheduling is proved. Simulation results show that both the MDP-based scheduling policy and the proposed online scheduling policy perform close to the upper bound.
B. Related Work
Adaptive video data scheduling is an important topic of research [3] - [12] . In [3] , adaptive video transmission over a packet erasure channel was studied by modeling the buffer state as a controlled Markov chain. In [4] , an average-rate constrained MDP formulation was proposed to optimize the quality of error concealed videos at the receiver. For timevarying wireless channels, the amount of data that can be scheduled during a time slot is limited by the channel capacity at the slot. Only considering the constraint of the average transmission rate is insufficient. In [5] , an MDP-based scheduling algorithm was proposed for video transmission over packet loss networks. This work was further extended for wireless video streaming in [6] , where the wireless channel was modeled as a binary symmetric channel. This channel model can only be justified for fast fading channels, where the coherence time is much less than the delay constraint. In that case, interleaving can be applied without violating the delay constraint, and the channel will appear as an i.i.d channel. For slow fading channels such as those considered here, the bit error rate cannot be modeled as a constant. In [7] , adaptive scheduling of scalable videos was studied using an MDP model. The reward of each frame slot was defined as a utility function of the buffer state and the transmission rate. A foresighted scheduling policy was derived to maximize the long-term reward over all frame slots. Comparing with a scheduling method that myopically maximizes the reward of each individual frame slot, the proposed scheduling algorithm improved the video quality significantly. In [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] , reinforcement learning frameworks were proposed for wireless video transmission. Their proposed algorithms were based on MDP using a discounted-reward maximization formulation. The transmitter learns the characteristics of the channel and the video sequence during the transmission process. The scheduling policy is updated according to the learned characteristics. In our previous work [12] , an infinite-horizon average-reward maximization MDP formulation was proposed. The channel characteristics, unlike in this paper, were assumed to be known.
The most closely related prior work is [6] - [10] and [11] which focus on scalable video transmission over wireless channels. Our work contrasts with these as follows:
• An Infinite-State Space Problem for Stored Video Streaming. For real-time video transmission, the number of video frames that are ready for transmission is finite because later frames have not yet been generated at the video source. Therefore, the scheduler only needs to select data from a finite set of frames [6] - [10] . In this paper, we focus on stored video streaming, where all the video frames have been encoded before transmission. In this case, the scheduler is allowed to select data from any video frame and the number of possible receiver buffer states is therefore infinitely large. In this paper, we construct a finite-state MDP model and show that the optimal policy derived from this MDP model is also optimal for the original infinite-state problem.
• Channel Model. We focus on slow-fading wireless channels experienced by pedestrian users. In the channel model of [6] , the bit error probability of the channel was assumed constant. This assumption can only be justified for fast fading channels, where the channel coherence time is much less than the delay constraint in video applications. In that case, interleaving can be applied without violating the delay constraint, and the channel will appear to have i.i.d. bit errors. For slow fading channels, where the coherence time is much longer, it is impossible to apply interleaving over many coherence periods due to the delay constraint. In this case, i.i.d. models are no longer suitable because they do not capture information regarding channel variations. In contrast, the algorithm proposed in this paper explicitly considers channel state variation in scheduling.
• Optimization objective. Most of the existing MDP-based scheduling algorithms are based on a utility function as the optimization objective [7] - [10] . The utility function is usually written as a weighted sum of the transmission bit rate and the amount of buffered data. The weights assigned to each component of the summation, to some extent, reflect their importance, but are heuristically chosen. The resulting utility function cannot accurately indicate the quality of played out frames. Here, instead The amount of data in the th layer of a type-k frame. d
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of optimizing a utility function, we directly optimize the quality of the video frame played out in each frame slot.
• Non-availability of channel state dynamics. In a practical wireless video transmission application, models for the dynamics of the channel state are typically unavailable. To address this problem, a reinforcement learning algorithm can be employed to learn a good policy from making wrong scheduling actions [8] - [10] . Video quality, however, will be degraded during the learning period, which can be as long as tens of seconds. We propose an adaptive alternative to such reinforcement learning methods, that only uses the channel coherence time and current channel throughput which are easy to measure in practice. The performance of the proposed algorithm is very close to a derived performance upper bound.
C. Organization of Paper
This paper is organized as follows. The system model is introduced in Section II. The assumptions we make about the video codec and the rate-distortion model are described in Section II. In Section III, the MDP formulation and the performance upper bound are proposed. A near-optimal online scheduling algorithm is introduced and validated by simulations in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe the wireless video system to be considered. Then, we present our video codec configuration and introduce the rate-distortion model.
We briefly introduce some notation used in the paper. A and a are examples of a matrix and a vector, respectively. A is a set. |A| is the cardinality of set A. · is the ceiling function. P(·) is the probability measure and E[·] is the expectation. N = {0, 1, 2, · · · } is the set of non-negative integers. Other frequently used notation is summarized in Table I .
A. System Overview
We consider a time-slotted system that transmits scalable videos over a slow fading wireless channel. The video sequence is encoded with a quality-scalable video encoder and is stored in a video server. The video server transmits video data to a mobile user via a wireless transmitter. The duration of each frame ∆T is called a frame slot. In each frame slot, the server sends some video data upon request of a scheduler at the wireless transmitter. This data is packetized at the wireless transmitter for physical layer transmission. The channel and receiver buffer state is sent to the scheduler via a feedback channel with negligible delay. The scheduler operates according to a policy that maps the channel and receiver buffer state to the scheduling action (see Fig. 1 ). In wireless communication systems such as 3GPP, using the technique of limited feedback, channel state information measured at the receiver can be fed back to the transmitter via a control channel [13] [14] [15] . The delay of the feedback channel is typically much smaller than a frame slot. For example, the feedback delay in 3GPP is 6ms [15] , which is much shorter than the 33ms frame slot of 30fps videos. Similarly, the video packets received in each slot can also be acknowledged via a control channel with negligible delay. Therefore, similar to most of existing MDP formulations such as [7] - [10] , we assume the feedback is instantaneous. For the case where feedback delay is longer than a frame slot, please refer to [16] .
We assume that the link between the video server and the wireless transmitter is not the bottleneck for transmission to the mobile. Thus, from the perspective of the wireless transmitter, the whole video sequence is available for transmission. We also assume that the physical layer channel state information is available at the transmitter and that the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is determined by a given physical layer linkadaptation policy.
B. Video Codec Configuration
We assume that the video sequence is encoded by an H.264/SVC video encoder. The video frames are uniformly partitioned into intra periods. Every intra period has F intra frames and is further partitioned uniformly into group of pictures (GOP s). Each GOP has F GOP frames. They are encoded using the "Hierarchical B" prediction structure [1] , in which video frames are hierarchically organized into T temporal layers as shown in Fig. 2 . The last frame in each GOP is called a key picture. These key pictures form the 0 th temporal layer. There are two types of key pictures: I frames and P frames. The first picture in a intra period is called an I frame, which is encoded without referring other frames. The other key pictures are P frames. Each P frame is encoded using a preceding key pictures as reference. All the frames in higher temporal layers are B frames. A B frame in the τ th temporal layer is encoded using the preceding frame and the succeeding frame in the lower temporal layers as reference. In the following, we call a frame in the τ th temporal layer a B τ frame, where τ ≥ 1 (see Fig. 2 ). 
Intra Period
Fig . 2. An illustration of the encoder prediction structure considered in this paper. The prediction order is indicated by arrows. The length of intra period is F intra = 8 and the GOP length is F GOP = 4. The CGS enhancement layer is partitioned into 3 MGS layers.
Every frame is encoded into a base layer and a coarse grain scalability (CGS) layer. The base layer of an I frame is encoded independently. The base layer of a P frame is predictively encoded using the base layer of the preceding key picture. The CGS layer of all key picture are predictively encoded using their respective base layers. For a B frame, its base layer is encoded using the CGS layers of its reference frames. Its CGS layer is encoded using both its base layer and the CGS layers of its reference frames (see Fig. 2 ).
The CGS layer of each frame is further partitioned into L MGS layers. Each MGS layer contains a portion of the CGS layer data. Thus, the more MGS layers are received, the higher decoding quality can be achieved. In the following, we call the base layer and the MGS layers quality layers. We focus on adaptive scheduling of the quality layers in a video stream. The temporal scalability is not exploited.
In this paper, we only consider one CGS enhancement layer. In H.264/SVC, multiple CGS layer is supported and each CGS layer can be partitioned into several MGS layers. The switch between CGS layers, however, is only possible at instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR) frames, which are separated from each other by several intra periods. Therefor, CGS cannot support frame-by-frame rate adaptation. Since the coherence time of wireless channels is much shorter than a intra period, flexible rate adaptation can only be achieved by MGS, which allows to vary the number of quality layer for each frame. Here, we consider frame-by-frame adaptive scheduling of the MGS layers within a single CGS enhancement layer. For the video streams that contain multiple CGS enhancement layers, our scheduling algorithm can be applied to conduct adaptation in one of the CGS enhancement layers while treating all lower layers as the base layer. In the following, we call the MGS layers enhancement layers.
Each frame has a playout deadline at the receiver. In the following, frames whose deadlines have expired are called expired frames, otherwise they are said to be active frames. The first active frame is called the "current frame". The GOP that contains the current frame is called the "current GOP". The intra period that contains the current frame is called the "current intra period" (see Fig. 3 ). The frames in the current GOP are decoded together when the first frame of the GOP is displayed. At any point in time, frames are indexed relative to the current frame as shown in Fig. 3 . Each data unit is also tagged with a layer index . The index for base layer is = 0 and the enhancement layers are index from 1 to L. The video data in the th layer of the f th frame is called the (f, ) th video data unit. 
C. Rate-Distortion Model
Let z f be the amount of received data for the f th frame. The rate-distortion function d f (z f ) captures the quality of the frame when it is decoded, given all its predictors have been received. Let ω (f, ) be the amount of data in the (f, )
th data unit and d (f, ) be the distortion measured in mean square error (MSE) if the 0 th ∼ th layers has been correctly received. As shown in Fig. 4 , since a data unit can be decoded only when all its associated data has been received, d f (z f ) is a piecewise constant and right-continuous function with jumps In a real video sequence, for a given layer , the ratedistortion characteristics ω (f, ) and d (f, ) vary across frames. Let K = {I, P, B 1 , · · · , B T } be the set of frame types. We model ω (f, ) of type k frames as i.i.d. realizations of a random variable Ω k , where k ∈ K. Then, we use
. Similarly, for a given layer , we model
. Here, we choose not to distinguish the frame types when modeling d (f, ) . In a typical H.264/SVC video stream, the quantization parameters of the encoder are usually configured to minimize visually annoying quality fluctuations across different types of frames. Hence, for simplicity, we use a single random variable D to model d (f, ) for all types of frames.
Our rate-quality models d k (z f ) for type-k frames are constructed as piecewise constant functions with jumps at
For stored video transmission, which is the focus of this paper, since the transmitted video has already been encoded, the size of each data unit is thus available. The parameters {ω k , k ∈ K} can thus be estimated by averaging across frames. If the distortion characteristic d (f, ) is calculated when the video is encoded, the parameter d can also be estimated by averaging d (f, ) across frames.
is not available, d needs to be estimated on-line. For example, the quality of frames that have been decoded at the receiver can be fed back to the transmitter for estimation.
D. Streaming Setup
We focus on scheduling for a slow fading channel. By slow fading, we mean that the coherence time of the channel is less than the duration of a intra period and larger than a frame slot. Assuming the mobile users are moving in a 1.5m/s walking speed and the carrier frequency is 2GHz, the Doppler spread is about 10Hz. The coherence time is about 100ms. A typical intra period duration is about 1 second and a frame slot is about 30ms. Hence, for pedestrian video users, wireless channels are slow fading.
As the channel state is stable during each frame slot, the scheduling decision is made on a frame-by-frame basis. At the beginning of each frame slot, a frame is played out, and video data units are scheduled for transmission. The scheduling action is defined as a set of ordered video data units
When scheduling action U is taken, the associated data units are transmitted sequentially. Each scheduled data unit is packetized into physical layer packets and each packet is repeatedly transmitted, i.e., if packet error occur, until acknowledged.
In this paper, we consider data unit level scheduling. If a packet level rate-quality model such as [10] is available, our MDP formulation can also be used to optimize the packet level scheduling policy.
III. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS-BASED MODEL
In this section, we propose an MDP-based model to determine the near-optimal scheduling policy. To that end, we describe the scheduler's state space and the policies to be considered. We then show how to reduce the scheduling problem to a finite-state Markov decision problem using reasonable approximations. With the MDP-based model, the optimal scheduling policy is computed off-line via value iteration. The computed policy can then be used for on-line adaptive scheduling. To validate the optimality of the MDPbased scheduling policies, we develop a performance upper bound at the end of this section.
A. Scheduling Policy and State Space
Considering all possible scheduling actions makes defining the scheduling policy and representing the buffer state unmanageably complex. On one hand, to capture the buffer state, the frame index and the layer index of each received data unit need to be recorded. If we assume an infinite playback buffer, the number of received data units is not bounded. So we cannot represent all possible buffer states using a finite-dimensional space. On the other hand, not all possible scheduling policies need to be considered. For example, a quality layer of a frame should not be transmitted before the lower quality layers of the frame because a SVC decoder cannot decode a quality layer without the lower layers [1] . Thus we need only consider those scheduling strategies that are not dominated and have potential to achieve good performance.
Specifically, we consider scheduling policies under the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: The scheduler always schedules the base layer data unit of a frame for transmission after the base layer data unit(s) of the reference frame(s). The scheduler always schedules the enhancement layer data unit of a frame for transmission after the data units of the lower layers.
Assumption 2: The scheduler always schedule enough amount of data such that the transmitter is kept transmitting during the whole slot.
Assumption 3: We define three sets of data units: W pre , W and W post . When the current frame is a B frame, the set W pre contains the data units with frame index f ∈ [f key , −1], where f key is the frame index of the last expired key picture (see Fig. 5(a) ). When the current frame is a key picture, we define W pre = ∅. Note that W pre contains all the expired data units that are used to predict the frames in the current GOP. The set W contains the data units in all quality layers of the first W frames, where W is larger than F GOP . The set W post contains the remaining active data units. We assume the scheduler first sends the data units in W. Then, if all the data in W and the predictors in W pre have been received, the policy greedily schedules all 1+L quality layers of the frames in W post , i.e., starts transmitting the next frame in W post only when all the layers of the preceding frame have been received (see Fig. 5(b) ).
Assumption 4: In each slot, the scheduler only schedules data for the frames that have not been decoded. Assumption 1 ensures that the transmission order is compatible with the prediction order given in Section II-B. Assumption 2 ensures the transmitter will not be idle during a slot and the capacity of the channel is fully exploited. Assumption 3 stems from the fact that, when many frames are buffered at the receiver, the scheduler can transmit more enhancement layers because there is sufficient time before the frames are played out. In other words, if all quality layers of W frames have been received, there is not need to worry about the channel capacity variation in the future. As will be discussed in Section. III-C, this assumption helps to simplify the policy optimization problem. It should be noted that policies under Assumption 3 are different from the sliding window policies defined in [5] . Indeed, our scheduling policy allows the transmitter to transmit data units outside the window. Assumption 4 ensures that the transmitter does not waste resources on the frames which have been decoded. Remark The window size W provides a tradeoff between complexity and optimality. The larger the window, the less constrained the control policy but the higher complexity 1 . We note that, although the frames in the current GOP are played out sequentially, they are decoded together. According to Assumption 4, if W ≥ F GOP , the frames in W have all been decoded and the scheduler cannot schedule any data from W. Therefore, we set W ≥ F GOP .
We define the overall buffer state space V via four sets V I , V pre , V W , and V post , where
In our simulations, we find that setting W = 9 is sufficient.
set V I records the types and playout deadlines of the frames in the buffer. The sets V pre , V W , and V post describe the states of the frames in W pre , W and W post , respectively.
We define v I as the frame index of the active I frame with the earliest playout deadline. Since the prediction structure is assumed to be the same for all intra periods, v I determines the types and playout deadlines of all the frames in the receiver buffer. 
f is the number of the received quality layers in the f th frame.
The set W post contains infinite number of frames. Therefore, recording the number of data units received for each frame is impossible. We note that, when Assumption 3 is enforced, the number of data units received in W post must be non-increasing in the frame index. Hence, we only need record the total number of received data units for each layer. 
contains all the information that is relevant to the quality of frames in the receiver buffer.
In [17] and [18] , it is shown that a first-order finite state Markov chain (FSMC) can be used to describe the firstorder channel state transition probabilities for Rayleigh fading channels. First-order FSMC models have also been validated in [19] and [20] by wireless channel measurements in urban areas. In our MDP-based model, we employ a first-order FSMC to describe the dynamics of the channel state.
We denote by x the transmission rate of the transmitter, i.e., the number of bits transmitted in a time slot ∆T . We denote by y the packet error rate of the channel. We define the channel state as c = (x, y). The channel state space is C = c 1 , ..., c |C| , where c i = (x i , y i ) is the i th channel state. The state transition matrix P c is a |C| × |C| matrix with entry P c i,j = P(c j |c i ) being the transition probability from state c i to c j . The system state space S is defined as the product of the buffer state space V and the channel state space C. For each state s ∈ S, we define a feasible control set U s that contains all the scheduling actions (see Equation (1)) complying with all the three assumptions. The state s contains all the information about the receiver buffer and the channel. The transmitter must decide which action in U s to take in order to minimize the distortion. We define the scheduling policy µ(·) as the mapping from the system state s to an action in U s . Under given scheduling policy µ, the system state transit as a controlled Markov chain. The state transition probability P µ (·|·) is determined by the scheduling policy µ (see Appendix A for detail). In the following sections, we show how to optimize the scheduling policy µ(·).
B. Optimization Objective
Since the channel condition is modeled as a random process, we denote by (C t , V t , S t ) t∈N the random processes modeling channel, buffer and system state, respectively. Accordingly, we denote S = lim t→+∞ S t . We define a function d(s) of state s as the estimated distortion of the frame that is played out at state s.
2 Our aim is to find an optimal policy µ * (·) that minimizes the expectation of distortion, i.e.,
where
is the expectation over the stationary distribution of the controlled Markov chain under policy µ.
We now introduce the definition of d(s).
If the displayed frame is a key picture (I frame or P frame), we estimate its distortion using the rate-distortion model in Section II-C as
where z(s) denotes the amount of received data for the displayed frame at state s. If the displayed frame is a B frame, which is encoded using all the 1 + L layers of its reference frames as predictor, the distortion cannot be directly estimated using the rate-distortion model in Section II-C because the loss in the enhancement layers of its reference frames causes encoder-decoder predictor mismatch, which is also known as drift in SVC [1] . We employ the model proposed in [21] to take into account the distortion due to drift. Let v ref i , i ∈ 1, 2 denote the predictor for the B frame at the encoder, i.e., the pixel value of the i th reference frame with all the 1+L layers.
Let v ref i , i ∈ 1, 2 be the the predictor for the B frame at the decoder, i.e., the pixel value of the i th reference frame with all the received quality layers. The drift of the reference frame is thus
In [21] , it is shown that the MSE of a type-B τ frames can be estimated as:
is the rate-distortion function defined in Section II-C and the other terms on the right hand side are the distortions due to drift. Since E[(
. We use this upper bound as a proxy of the B frame's distortion in our MDP model. The function d(s) is defined as
2 Since in each slot, a frame is played out before the scheduling actions are taken. Therefore, d(s) is not a function of the actions taken at the state s.
The term E[( be the original pixel value of the reference frame before encoding. The decoding error of the reference frame is thus 
Since the B frame is predicted by the L th enhancement layer of the reference frame, we have E[(
2 ] the distortion of the reference frame, we have
Substituting (6) into (5), we have
The distortion of the reference frame d ref i (s) can be recursively estimated using (3) and (7) . Because the prediction structure is acyclic, the recursion terminates when the reference frame is a key picture and (3) applies.
It should be noted that, in (7), the distortion is overestimated using an upper bound of (4). As will be shown by the simulation results in Section.III-F. This overestimation does not sacrifice the quality of the decoded videos.
C. Finite State Problem Formulation
Since the state space V post is infinite, the state space S is also infinite. Optimizing the scheduling policy over this infinite-state space is intractable. We define a set W buf as the data units in window W and their associated predictors in W pre . With Assumption 3, the scheduling policy is actually fixed when are all the data in W buf is received. We only need to determine the optimal scheduling policy for states where some of the video data in W buf has not been received, which is a finite state set. The system state, however, still evolves in the infinite state space S. In the following, we show how to simplify this infinite state space problem to a finite-state problem.
We define the set of states where some of the video data in W buf has not been received as follows:
where O(s) is the set of buffered video data units when the state is s. We define another subset of S as the complement of S W :
For all the states in S W , all the video data units in W buf has been received.
Given a policy µ(·), the system state evolves as a controlled Markov chain in set S W ∪ S W . Because the transmission rate is finite, the number of states in S W which can be reached 3 This assumption is empirically true. We calculated the correlation coef- from S W in one step is also finite. We formally define this set of states as follows S ∆ = {s |s ∈ S W ; ∃ s ∈ S W , s.t., P µ (s |s) > 0}, (10) where P µ (s |s) is the state transition probability under policy µ (for the expression for P µ (s |s), see Appendix. A). Thus to move from S W into the set S W , the system state first hits a state in S ∆ and then stays in S W for some time. During this period, the decoded video distortion is always d L , because all the layers in W buf are available. The evolution of the system when it moves into set S W affect the performance of the system. In general, the longer it stays in S W , the better the performance is. Although the scheduling policy in S W is fixed as described in Assumption 3, the policy in S W determines how frequently the system state will hit S W and thus critically impacts the system performance. In the following, we denote the system under a given policy µ as system Π µ . Let t µ (s) be the expected time spent by Π µ in S W after it enters S W at state s ∈ S ∆ . Let P µ (s |s) denote the probability that Π µ jumps back to S W at state s ∈ S W after it enters S W at state s. To find the optimal policy, we define a finite-state system Π µ as follows Definition 1: A system Π µ is called the simplified system of the original system Π µ if it has the following dynamics:
1) The system is a controlled semi-Markov process over state space S = S W ∪ S ∆ . In any state s ∈ S, the distortion is d(s) as in (3) and (7). In any state in S W , the system evolves according to the policy µ. The system state transition probability is P µ (·|·). 2) When the system jumps to a state s ∈ S ∆ , it spends t µ (s) slots in s with distortion d L for each slot. The system then transitions to a state s ∈ S W with probability P µ (s |s) (see Fig. 6 ). It should be noted that Π µ is not coupled with the original system Π µ . It just shares some properties with the original system. The following theorem relates the distortion under Π µ and that of Π µ .
Theorem 1: If the jump chain of the original system Π µ is positive recurrent, then the time-average video distortion of Π µ is the same as the simplified system Π µ .
Proof Sketch: If the jump chain is positive recurrent, the jump from S W to S ∆ can partition the Markov process into i.i.d segments. We only need to optimize the policy µ to minimize the average distortion in each segment. Every segment consists of two consecutive subsegments. During the first subsegment, s ∈ S W . In the other subsegment, s ∈ S W . Because every state in S W has the same distortion d L , we can abstract the first subsegment as a single state with transition probability P µ (·|·). This simplified system provides the same average distortion as the original system. For a detailed proof, see the technical report [22] .
Remark The positive recurrent condition for the jump chain means that the average throughput of the channel is neither too large nor too small relative to the average data rate of the video. If the average throughput of the channel is very large, the receiver buffer can always buffer enough frames and dynamic scheduling is unnecessary. If the average channel throughput is too small, the channel cannot support the video stream and dynamic scheduling cannot help either.
As indicated by Theorem 1, given any policy µ, the video distortion of Π µ is the same as Π µ . Thus, we can optimize our policy with respect to Π µ , which has a finite-state space, and a standard policy optimization algorithm can by applied.
Before we can apply an MDP algorithm to optimize the policy, we need to compute t µ (s) and P µ (s |s) for every state s ∈ S ∆ and s ∈ S W . Both t µ (s) and P µ (s |s) only involve dynamics of the system in S W . Details on how to compute t µ (s) and P µ (s |s) are found in [22] .
D. Determining Optimal Policy via Value Iteration
Given t µ (·) and P µ (·|·), the optimal policy for an MDP can be determined for the simplified system Π µ , which is also the optimal policy of Π µ . Let s ini be any state inS = S W ∪ S ∆ . The hitting time to state s ini can partition the process into i.i.d cycles. Optimizing the policy µ(·) in the cycles minimizes the time-average video distortion of the system. Similar to the derivation in [23, p. 441] , this is equivalent to an average-cost minimization problem with stage-cost (d(s) − λ) η(s), where λ is the expected average-cost of each cycle, i.e., the average distortion. The function η(s) is defined as 
where h(s ini ) = 0. To find the optimal policy, the standard value iteration algorithm can be applied [23, p. 430] .
On the one hand, the assumptions on scheduling policy result in the finite state MDP-based formulation. On the other hand, the assumptions may render the derived scheduling policy sub-optimal. To verify the performance of the scheduling policy derived from the MDP formulation is actually close to optimal, we prove a performance upper bound in the next section.
E. Performance Upper Bound
As discussed in Section. II-C, d
k (z t ), k ∈ K are the rate quality models of type-k frames when all the predictors have also been received. Since d k (z t ) does not incorporate the distortion due to drift, the time-average distortion of the transmitted video is at least 1 n n t=1 r t will converge to the ergodic capacity r avg = lim n→∞ 1 n n t=1 r t . Furthermore, let F k denote the number of type-k frames in a intra period. We have
Similarly, for stationary policies 4 , the limits z k = lim n→∞
have shown the following theorem: Theorem 2: For ergodic wireless throughput and stationary adaptive scheduling policies the following optimization gives an upper bound on performance (lower bound of distortion):
Since the rate-distortion function d k (·) is assumed to be convex, the above optimization problem is convex and easily solved. In Section III-F, this performance bound will be employed as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of our MDP-based scheduling policy.
F. Performance Evaluation of the MDP-based Scheduling Policy
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the policy obtained from our MDP-based formulation. The algorithm was evaluated on test sequences "foreman", "bus", "flower","mobile" and "Paris" [24] . These video sequences were encoded using H.264/SVC reference software JSVM [25] with a base layer and a CGS enhancement layers. The intra-period and IDR period were set to F intra = 16. The GOP length was fixed at F GOP = 4. The quantization parameter (QP) of the base layer, denoted by QP base , were chosen such that the data rate of the base layer is lower than the average channel throughput. The QP of the CGS enhancement layer is set as QP base − 10. We employ this configuration to make sure that the channel is at least good enough to support the base layer. Otherwise, any scheduling policy cannot provide acceptable video quality. The CGS is split into two MGS layers. The first MGS layer contains 6 of the 16 transform coefficients of the CGS layer. The other 10 coefficient belongs to the second MGS layer. The QPs and rate-distortion model parameters of the encoded video sequences are shown in table II. Parallel to [9] and [10] , we employ the FSMC channel model proposed in [17] to model the dynamics of Rayleigh fading channels. The SNR at the receiver is partitioned into 4 regions using the algorithm proposed in [17] . In our simulations, we set the average SNR to Λ avg = 10dB. For each sequence, 200 transmissions were sent over the simulated channel. A startup delay constraint was fixed to 200ms, i.e., video playback began 6 frames after the transmission began. After each transmission, a trace file that recorded the packet loss in each time slot was generated. We used the bitstream extractor of JSVM to remove those dropped packets. The extracted bitstreams were decoded using the JSVM decoder with frame copy error concealment. For more details about the FSMC channel model, see Appendix B.
The performance of the MDP-based scheduling algorithm was tested over the simulated Markov channel models with different Doppler frequencies (f d = 5Hz and 3Hz, respectively). The simulation results are summarized in Table III and Table  IV . The visual quality is measured via the MS-SSIM index which correlates well with human objective judgments [26] . The time-averaged MS-SSIM value is further converted to Difference Mean Opinion Score (DMOS) using the following mapping
where q ssim denotes the time averaged quality measured in MS-SSIM and q dmos is the corresponding DMOS value. Equation (17) is obtained by logistic regression using the MS-SSIM indices and MOS values of the images in the LIVE database [27] . DMOS ranges from 0 to 100. Value 0 means perfect visual quality and value 100 means bad visual quality. Roughly speaking, value 50 means fair quality. It can be seen from Table III and Table IV that the DMOS value of the MDPbased scheduling policy is worse than the performance bound by at most 2, which is visually insignificant. Given that the bound given by Theorem 2 is an upper bound (i.e. a lower bound of DMOS value), the MDP-based scheduling policy is indeed near-optimal. 
IV. NEAR-OPTIMAL HEURISTIC ON-LINE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Although the MDP-based formulation makes it possible to compute a good scheduling policy using value iteration algorithm, off-line computation of such policies requires a priori knowledge of the channel dynamics. This motivates us to design a simple on-line scheduling policy that delivers similar performance as the MDP-based policy that only requires little a priori knowledge about the channel dynamics.
A good online video scheduling algorithm should explicitly take advantage of the channel dynamics and schedule data from different quality layers as a function of the receiver buffer state. There are three fundamental questions in desiging such a scheduler: 1) How should one incorporate limited knowledge of channel dynamics in adaptive scheduling? 2) How should one determine the number of enhancement layers to schedule? 3) How should one allocate appropriate transmission rate among current and future intra periods? In the following, we will show how to address these fundamental problems by reasonably simplifying the MDP-based scheduling algorithm.
A. Channel Model Simplification
In a practical wireless communication environment, accurate channel dynamics models such as the state transition probability P c are not generally available. Some basic characteristics for the channel dynamics can, however, be easily used. At any slot t, the instantaneous channel throughput r t can be estimated using receiver channel state information aŝ
where (x t , y t ) is the channel state at t (see Section. III-A). The ergodic channel throughput r avg can be estimated by averagingr t over time. If we model r t as the realization of a random process {R t , t ∈ N}, the temporal correlation coefficient ρ = cov(Rt,Rt+1) σ(Rt)σ(Rt+1) can also be estimated fromr t . Further it is reasonable to assume the channel throughput R t will typically regress to the mean r avg . This inspires us to use a simple autoregressive model to capture the dynamics of the channel. A first order autoregressive model (AR(1)) for R t is given as,
where N t is an i.i.d random variable with zero mean value. From (18) , parameter c and φ can be estimated as φ = ρ and c = r avg (1 − ρ) [28] [p. 115]. Thus, we have
Using this autoregressive model, the amount of data that will be delivered in the next ζ slots by the channel can be estimated as
To obtain an accurate estimate in the near future, we set the length of the window ζ into the future that will be considered to be the relaxation time 5 of the channel, i.e. , ζ = −(ln ρ) −1 . In the following, we use this to determine which quality layers to schedule. 
B. Layer Selection
Given the current channel state, receiver buffer state, and estimated available capacity for a window ζ into the future, the goal is to determine which layers to schedule. We will focus on determining the number of enhancement layers which should be scheduled. We denote by L sch (s t ) the number of layers to be scheduled if the state is s t . Once L sch (s t ) is determined, the online scheduling algorithm only schedules data units from the first L sch (s t ) layers. The layer selection scheme for our proposed on-line algorithm is motivated by that of the MDP-based policy. Using g(r t ) defined in (20), we can estimate the amount of data which can be delivered in the next ζ slots. Let Γ( , s t ) be the amount of data which is not currently available at the playback buffer at time t, and belongs to the first layers of the next ζ frames that have not been decoded. The quantities g(r t ) and Γ( , s t ) summarize the channel and buffer states for the next ζ slots. Note that Γ( − 1, s t ) ≤ g(r t ) < Γ( , s t ) means that we can probably transmit all the data up to the th layer in the next ζ slots. Intuitively, we can simply choose L sch (s t ) = −1 when Γ( − 1, s t ) ≤ g(r t ) < Γ( , s t ). As discussed next, this layer selection scheme can be motivated by the near-optimal scheduling policies computed for the MDP-based model. Note thatr t = x t (1 − y t ) is determined by state s t , thus g(r t ) can also be written as function of s t , i.e., g(s t ). Suppose we partition the state space into subsets P = {s ∈ S : Γ( − 1, s) ≤ g(s) < Γ( , s)}, ∈ {1, · · · , L + 2} and calculate the fraction of states in P where the MDP-based policy only schedules the first − 1 layers 6 . As shown in Fig. 7 , for 71% of the states of P 1 and P 2 , the MDP-based policy only schedules the first layer. For about 65% of the states of P 3 , the MDP-based policy only schedules the first 2 layers. Finally the MDP-based policy will schedule all the layers on 81% of the states in P 4 . These observations justify our intuition regarding layer selection. In our proposed on-line scheduling algorithm, we will simply choose L sch (s t ) = − 1 if Γ( − 1, s t ) ≤ g(r t ) < Γ( , s t ). In other words, our heuristic algorithm determines L sch (s t ) by roughly estimating the number of layers which can be transmitted.
C. Resource Allocation Between Current and Future Intra Periods
In each transmission slot, aboutr t bits of video data are delivered to the receiver. In the following, we refer tor t as the budget for slot t. Once L sch (s t ) is determined, we still 6 We define Γ(L + 2, st) = +∞ need to determine how to allocate this budget among current and future intra periods. Sometimes it is necessary to transmit data associated with next I frame before the data units in the current intra period. For example, when the next I frame is approaching its display deadline and its base layer has not yet been received, if we focus on transmitting the frames in the current intra period sequentially, this increases the risk that the next I frame can not be decoded before its deadline. This in turn would cause severe decoding failures throughout the next intra period.
Let I be the data units in the undecoded I frame that has the earliest display deadline. We denote by Ψ cur ( , s t ) the amount of unreceived data in the first th layer of current intra period at state s t . We denote by Ψ I ( , s t ) the amount of unreceived data in the first th layer of I at state s t . We propose the following heuristic for allocating the bit budget between current intra period and I. In each transmission slot, the scheduling algorithm allocates up to
of the transmission bit budget to I. In other words, the number of bits allocated to I is min(Ω t ×r t , Ψ I (L sch (s t ), s t )). Here Ω t gives the relative importance of the next I frame and current intra period. If Ψ I (L sch (s t ), s t ) = 0, then Ω t = 0%. It is not necessary to transmit any data for the next I frame. If Ψ pre (L sch (s t ), s t ) = 0, then Ω t = 100%. We only focus on transmitting the future intra periods.
The online scheduling algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 On-line adaptive scheduling algorithm Input: s t , r avg , x t , y t , and ρ
Compute Γ( , s t )
6:
if g(r t ) < Γ( , s t ) then 
Schedule min(Ω t ×r t , Ψ I (L sch , s t )) bits from I. Scheduling data 18: Scheduler t − min(Ω t ×r t , Ψ I (L sch , s t )) bits from other active frames. 19 : end loop
D. Performance Evaluation of the On-line Scheduling Algorithm
The performance of the on-line scheduling algorithm was tested over the simulated Markov channel models with different Doppler frequencies (f d = 5Hz and 3Hz, respectively). This setting is the same as the simulation setting in Section III-F. The results are summarized in Fig. 8 . As can be seen, the performance of the proposed online-scheduling algorithm is almost as good as the MDP-based scheduling algorithm. Moreover the online scheduling algorithm's performance is close to the bound given by Theorem 2. We conclude it is a near-optimal scheduling algorithm.
We have also tested the performance of the online algorithm without bit budget allocation between current and future intra periods. As can be seen, the performance is worse than the MDP-based scheduling policy and the performance bound. This motivates the necessity of allocating bit between current and future intra periods.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed adaptive scheduling algorithms for stored scalable video transmission in wireless channels. By modeling the wireless channel as a Markov chain, an MDP model is proposed in which policies that minimize the distortion of decoded videos can be computed. By simplifying the scheduling algorithm obtained from the MDP formulation, we propose an online scheduling algorithm which only requires limited knowledge of channel dynamics. Simulation results demonstrate the near-optimality of the proposed online scheduling policy versus a proposed bound on performance.
APPENDIX A TRANSITION PROBABILITY Notations: Let 1 be the unit vector of all-ones and 0 be the zero vector. max{a, b} is the componentwise maximum of vector a and b. 1(·) is the indicator function.
Let s t = (c t , v t ) and U st be the system state and the corresponding feasible control set at slot t, where c t = (x t , y t ) and v t = (v of each slot, one frame is decoded and played out. Let 
The first frame in W is moved into W pre , thus we have 
The first frame in W post moves into W. Thus, we have
For the set W post , once the current frame is played out, we have v post+ = max v post − 1, 0
After the first frame is displayed, the transmitter begins to sequentially transmit the collection of video data units indicated by the action U t = µ(s t ) = {(f 1 , 1 ), · · · , (f |Ut| , |Ut| )}. Let ∆U t = {(f 1 , 1 ), · · · , (f nt , nt )} denote the completely received data units by the end of the slot, where n t is the number of received data units. Among the data units in ∆U t , let ∆v 
Similarly, we denote by ∆v 
The amount of video data in ∆U t , denoted by Φ(v t , ∆U t ), can be estimated according to buffer state v I t and the rate-quality model introduced in Section II-C. Specifically, for each data unit in ∆U t , we first determine the frame type according to v I t and then estimate the amount of data by the rate-quality model. The set ∆U t records the completely transmitted data units up to (f nt , nt ) th data unit. However, data unit (f nt+1 , nt+1 ) is only partially received. Denoting the amount of data in unit (f nt+1 , nt+1 ) byΦ(v I t , ∆U t ), the amount of received data is at least Φ(v . As assumed in Section II-D, the channel state is constant over each slot. Thus, the packet losses are independent within each slot. The number of successful packet transmissions in a slot is distributed binomially. Hence, the state transition probability from s t = (c t , v t ) to s t+1 = (c t+1 , v t+1 ) is P µ (s t+1 |s t ) = (1 − y t ) nt P(c t+1 |c t ),
where the first multiplicative term is the transition probability of the receiver buffer state from v t to v t+1 and the second term is the transition probability of the channel state from c t to c t+1 .
APPENDIX B SIMULATION SETTINGS
We employ the FSMC channel model proposed in [17] to model the dynamics of Rayleigh fading channels. The SNR at the receiver is partitioned into |C| regions using the algorithm proposed in [17] . Let Λ i be the partition thresholds, where Λ 0 = −∞ and Λ |C| = ∞. LetΛ k be the representative SNR in the k th region. For Rayleigh fading channels, we havẽ
where p(λ) = 1 Λ avg exp(− λ Λ avg ) is the probability distribution function of the received instantaneous SNR of Rayleigh fading channels with average SNR Λ avg . According to [17] , the state transition probability P c is computed as 2048 . The modulation scheme for k th channel states is chosen such that the throughput x k (1 − y k ) is maximized.
